MANDALA
In short: The entrants will bring in the race a box containing 5 squared tips. Any decoration technique is
allowed, as well as the application of the decorative elements,wich must not exceed 30% of the total
surface of the work. The design will be strictly MANDALA style.
Jury evaluation criteria

Max
score

Design: is it original, outlandish and exciting on all the nail tips?
Use of colours: do the colours used match properly? Are they fluent and well
defined on all the nail tips?
Difficulty level: is the nail art on tips simple or complex? Has it be carried out with
proficiency and technical ability?

10
15

Theme continuity: are all nails well balanced and do they match continuously?

10

Variety of processing techniques: at least 3 artistic techniques have been used
(gel, acryl, acrylic paint, airbrush, watercolour, ...)

10

Clearness and use of products: all the products have been used professionally,
they do not contain impurities, smudges or colour spots.
Design neatness: the product is completely dry and there is no trace of dust, glue
or other materials
Use of decoration elements: they complete the work and they don’t exceed 30%
of the entire project.

15

THEME: Mandala
Total score:

Score
achieved

15

10
15

100
points

PLEASE NOTE:










Entrants may submit a nail work, created on 5 tips.
Tips minimum length is 2 cm, maximum 12 cm. They must be of different size.
The nail tips form is squared, tips cannot be glued together.
The tips must be removed from the box for evaluation (the jury will not evaluate the box); the tips that
cannot be removed will not be evaluated
Decorative elements allowed: microbeads, rhinestones, beads, stones
Decorative elements must not exceed 30% of the entire project.
Tips must be entirely decorated (background) and they cannot have any space without colour.
The entrant must use at least 3 artistic techniques (gel, acryl, acrylic paint, airbrush, watercolour, ...)
The work must be supported by a brief description with a list of the artistic techniques used (otherwise,
deduction of 10 points on the total score achieved by the entrant)

